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By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

Parisian department store Le Bon March Rive Gauche has tapped an artist in illustrating an effort promoting climate
change awareness.

Artist Mehmet Ali Uysal has crafted "Su," meaning "water" in Turkish, an installation that reflects the duality of water
in both its vital and destructive properties. The project is marking White Sales month, which was originally
introduced by the store's founders Aristide et Marguerite Boucicaut in 1872.

Hope for tomorrow
"Su" is an immersive installation that includes two massive icebergs surrounding the store's escalator. The crafted
blocks of ice descend from the roof, symbolizing the water level, directly above the heads of visitors.

A depiction of turquoise water and melting ice then permeates throughout the store's display windows. The
installation is also continued on the second level with a large white paper boat, symbolizing hope for the future.
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The ins tallation is  also continued on the second level with a large white paper boat, symbolizing hope for the future. Image credit: LVMH

Every year, Le Bon March Rive Gauche offers a blank canvas to an artist, calling them to create a site-specific piece
for the LVMH-owned store.

Last month, Le Bon March supported medical research with a special initiative.

The retailer tapped French judo champion and sponsor Teddy Riner for the charitable effort. Running through the
remainder of the holiday season, the Le Bon March operation benefitted Paris -based Institut Imagine, which
researches genetic diseases (see story).
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